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Common Safety Concerns
Safe Lifting / Carrying
• Always team up to carry doors.
• Teach workers to lift with their
knees, not their back, and to not
twist while lifting/carrying.
• Ensure all walk/work areas are clear
of debris and other trip hazards.

Safe Access
• Installing a door blocks one avenue of
access to the home. Always provide
and communicate another route.
• Never leave a door partially installed;
it could fall when someone attempts
to use it.

Terminology
Brick moulding
Exterior trim attached to outside face
of door jamb. Do not carry door by this
moulding or put a lot of pressure on it!

Door jamb
The upright legs of a door frame. Doors
hang on the hinge-side the door jamb.

Bore hole
Holes drilled through door slab for
handle and deadlock installation.

Door slab
The actual door, the part which swings
open and closed on its hinges. All door
measurements refer to size of the slab.

Terminology
Weather stripping
Insulated plastic strips which tuck into the
door jamb and prevent air/moisture from
getting around the door when it’s closed.
Ours can be removed for protection/replacement.

Sweep
Weather stripping attached to
the underside of the door slab.

Threshold
The wood, metal, and trim underneath
the door – the door’s sill. Ours come
protected by a sheet of heavy plastic so
the aluminum finish isn’t damaged
during construction.
(The floor under a door is also called a
threshold, until the permanent one is installed. )

Materials

3” Exterior finish nails
To nail brick moulding into building.

Caulking
Use caulk + silicone to seal doors to home.

3” Screws (gold)
To attach door jamb to framing.

Window Tape
Use 4” DOW Weathermate flashing
(tape) for threshold prep.

Do not use Weathermate
(blueboard) tape.

3” Screws (silver)
To replace a hinge screw and
attach hinge to framing.

Preparation: Threshold
Install Weathermate flashing on threshold:
Install a piece overlapping threshold and wrapping over blueboard edge.
Press the tape tightly into
the corner of framing so
there’s no air gap.

Edge of tape should overhang
blueboard by about an inch.
Ends of tape should wrap up the
door jacks/ trimmers by at least 6”.

Preparation: Threshold
Use smaller pieces of tape to wrap over
this corner, then seal to face of blueboard.

Cut the corner of tape that overhangs
threshold. Fold down and seal to blueboard
over threshold. Don’t fold/seal sides yet.
Think like a raindrop: Make sure
upper pieces overlap lower pieces.

This is a good technique, too. The corner is sealed, all overlaps prevent
water from getting behind tape, and tape is pushed tight in corner.

Preparation: Threshold
Check the floor at the threshold for level.
If out of level, place a shim on the lower side until level.

Preparation: Door
Remove any scrap nailers
attached to bottom of threshold.
These are just to give the door
strength during transport.

Pull duplex nails from door jamb.
These are just to prevent the door
from swinging open during transport.

Be very careful moving door after this;
make sure it does not swing open
and make sure it does not rack.

Preparation: Door Jamb
Shim and plumb the hinge-side of the framed door jamb.
Starting at top or bottom, attach ¼”-thick shim to the jack/trimmer.
• From here, plumb the rest of the jamb and shim out accordingly.

Attach these shims at the height of the door’s hinges.
Why do we fir the door out?
To better center the door in the opening, and to
create room to adjust the door later if necessary.

Check the width of the door (entire jamb) and
compare that to the total width of the door opening.
•
•

If opening is more than 1” wider than the door,
shim the hinge side out a little further.
Ideally the door will be centered in its opening.

Preparation: Door Seal
Caulk back of brick moulding or door opening
Either way, run bead of caulk right at the edge
of the blueboard/brick moulding to ensure it
seals one to the other in case of a big gap.

Caulk the threshold
Put down at least two thick beads of caulk
from corner to corner across the threshold.

Door Installation
Set the door in place.

Attach hinge-side of jamb.
Push against hinge-side of door jamb
(push evenly into the trimmer and against
blueboard) and attach jamb to framing.

It will have to go into
the opening fairly
square (or it will be
too tall to fit).
Then rest the bottom
on the caulked
threshold and push
bottom and top tight
against blueboard.
Is your exterior wall
plumb? Then push
brick moulding tight
against blueboard.
If it’s not, you’ll need
to plumb door
(adjusting in and out)
as you install screws.

Make sure each screw goes
through jamb and into shims.
Put one next to each hinge.

Door Installation

Double check that the jamb is plumb in both
directions before moving on to the handle side.

Door Installation
Shim and plumb the handle-side of the door.
Close the door and check the gap between the door slab and the jamb.
• You want this to be consistent.

Starting at the top (where that
gap is fixed), shim jamb until snug
(without door binding/sticking).
Making sure door jamb is plumb,
attach screws through these shims.

Door Installation
Continue down the door, checking
that gap and for plumb as you go.
Shim this side at the top and
bottom and above/below
the jamb’s strike plate holes
(or between them).

Is your exterior wall
plumb? Then push
brick moulding tight
against blueboard.
If it’s not, you’ll need
to plumb door
(adjusting in and out)
as you install screws.

Make sure all screws
go through shims
and into framing.

Fastener Placement
First, attach screws through
center of door jamb.

Then attach screws
behind weatherstripping.
Be careful not to
damage
weatherstripping!

Ensure all screws go through shims and into framing.

Counter-sink all screws.

Quality Control

Check the door:
• Close it; see if it swings open.
• Open it; see if it swings shut.
• Open it halfway; see if it swings at all.
If it doesn’t move, it’s good!

Attaching Brick Moulding

Use 3” exterior finish nails.

Fasten brick moulding to framing:

Use a nail set to sink nail head
below surface of brick moulding.

Sink these nails in the flat surfaces of
the brick moulding to make spackling
and sanding easier and cleaner.
Ensure these nails hit framing;
angle them if necessary.

Do not use a waffle-head hammer in
case you hit the soft brick moulding.

Replace Hinge Screw
Remove one screw from the top hinge
and replace it with a 3” silver screw.

Ensure screw goes through
shims, and don’t oversink it.
This will pull the hinge too tight
into framing and bind the door.

Ensure screw attaches
to framing.

Why do we replace a hinge screw?
The heavy door will sag in the opening over time as its weight pulls against the
hinges. This causes the door to rub against the handle-side of the jamb, and to
stick—which will damage the door over time as it is forced open and closed.
Replacing a screw in the top hinge secures the hinge directly to framing, preventing this sag.

